For the Jesuits, the collective term "philosophy" eventually meant the trio of logic, natural philosophy, and metaphysics, all based on the study of the appro priate texts of Aristotle . Jesuit philosophy rose out of the cur sus artium, the philosophy course, of the University of Paris. But it took many years of experimentation before the Jesuits developed and refined their own philosophy curriculum and codified it in the Ratio studiorum of 1599. Once this was accomplished, the Society had a comprehensive and uniform philosophy curriculum, which they taught in an increasing number of schools and univer sities. High enrolments proved that Jesuit philosophy was popular with stu dents. On the other hand, philosophers in secular universities criticized Jesuit philosophy teaching for a lack of originality and too much homogeneity. The Jesuits, by contrast, prized uniformity and achieved it, in part, through dicta tion and textbooks. 1
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The Development of the Philosophical Cursus
All of the first ten Jesuits, with one possible exception, plus Juan Alfonso de Polanco (1517-76) and Jeronimo Nadal (1507-80 ), studied philosophy at the University of Paris between 1525 and 1538. 2 Hence the form and content of Parisian philosophical instruction strongly influenced the Jesuits' initial at tempts to teach philosophy. At Paris, the cursus artium consisted of three years of philosophy. Students began with two years of logic. In the first year, they concentrated on the Summulae logicales (Summaries of logic), written in the 1230s by Peter of Spain (1210/15; elected Pope John xx11276; d. 1277). The most published logic textbook of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, it was a 1 I wish to thank Christoph Sander who read an earlier draft and made many useful sugges tions, Professor Liam Brackey for the information on philosophy in the Asian missions, and Professor Nelson Minnich for help with a passage. The mistakes are all mine. 2 Diego Lainez (1512-65, in office 1558-1612) may have been an exception. He already had bach elor, licentiate, and master of arts degrees from Alcala de Henares when he arrived in Paris at the end of 1532. He concentrated on theology at Paris, which does not mean that he ignored philosophy.
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Sixteenth-century Logic and the Ratio studiorum
In the sixteenth century, the study of logic underwent big changes, largely ow ing to the impact of humanism. New emphases on classical language and the study of rhetoric led to a changed style of writing in which the very sophis ticated technical language used by medieval logicians was abandoned, along with their use of sophismata or puzzle cases designed to test the use of logical rules. At the same time, specifically medieval contributions to logic such as supposition theory, consequences, and insolubles or semantic paradoxes were either simplified or excluded. Some of the new logic texts in this tradition were brief and insubstantial, but others, especially those by Jesuit authors, were also influenced by scholarly humanism, which paid careful attention to the recov ery of Greek commentators and to the study of works by Aristotle in the origi nal Greek. Aristotle's Organon had always formed the core of medieval logic teaching, but in many ways Aristotle came to play an even more important role for early modern authors, as is abundantly illustrated by the work of Jesuit logicians. 1 This work has to be seen in the context of an educational system that saw logic as a prolegomenon to other studies, and as a guide to the key educational tool of disputation, in which arguments for and against particular theses had to be produced. TheJesuitRatio studiorum set out the kind oflogic to be taught in Jesuit educational institutions during the first year. First of all, the teaching
Introduction
The philosophy of nature was studied by the early Jesuits in the form of com mentaries on Aristotle's Physics and in those parts of the philosophy textbooks (Cursus philosophicus) that treated these issues on the model of Aristotle. The topic of space in those Jesuit Aristotelian works serves as a touchstone for the way Jesuits thought. It is hard to discuss the Jesuits' understanding of nature summarily precisely due to their meticulous discussions of nearly every fine point. Differences between the various authors are not advertised in broad sheet but worked out in inquiries on single topics and with respect to alterna tive solutions. The Jesuits' contributions to the history of scientific thought have frequently been studied. But there is a tendency in the literature to focus on Jesuit philosophy with the aim of demonstrating that the Jesuits were both Scholastic Aristotelians and modern scientists. 1 Rather than contributing to this historiographical agenda, the current chapter is instead concerned with how the Jesuits systematically developed a concept of space; it also explores the specific forms of thought that shaped their teaching. As such, I have tried to avoid qualifiers like new science, materialism, mathematization, and so on. Thus, the focus in this chapter is on the Jesuits' critical reception of authorities and their engagement with reality in theories and metatheories of knowledge.
The chapter begins with a discussion of the first three Jesuit physics text books and their arguments about space. As will become clear, the textbooks started with a close reading of Aristotle that was informed by the Scholastic interpretation as well as by recently available sources. The chapter will then compare a number of recurrent themes and the ways in which they were Philosophy has often been conceived as opposed to rhetoric; indeed, the sup posed tension between the active and the contemplative life has become a truism in Western thought. This apparent tension is reflected in the percep tion of the early modern humanists, who inherited the Greek Sophists' view of the importance of speech and rhetoric, which seemingly stood opposed to the importance medieval thinkers attached to dialectics and Scholasticism. And as they primarily considered themselves ministers of the Word, this particu larly applies to the Jesuits and the emphasis they placed on the importance of preaching and the emotional effects of their speeches.1 In doing so, the Jesuits seemingly rejected Scholasticism's opposition to the use of rhetoric: indeed, in the Jesuit Constitutions, good preaching is primarily defi ned by contrast to the Scholastic method: "[The Jesuits] will exercise themselves in preaching and in delivering sacred lectures in a manner suitable for the edification of the people, which is different from the scholastic manner." 2 The main sign of the preeminence of rhetoric over philosophy in the Jesuit tradition is contained in the widely influential curriculum the order designed for use in its colleges. The curriculum that was taught in the powerful network of Jesuit colleges established at the instigation of Popes Gregory XI I I ( r.1572-85) and Sixtus v (r.1585-90) 3 not only shared in common Ignatius of Loyola's ( c.1491-1556) Spiritual Exercises but also two major pagan authorities: first, Ar istotelian science and philosophy, at the very moment when Aristotelianism
